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Abstract
This article examines the nature of sociability, communication and the ‘practical public
sphere’ of Hamburg’s early coffeehouses (1677–1714) and provides insight into the ‘social
life’ of these coffeehouse spaces during the ‘early’ Enlightenment. Using licensing records,
administrative sources and supplications, it shows how novelty, popularity, political par-
tisanship and fashionability were characteristic of these early coffeehouses, creating a fluid
and capricious dynamic of custom and communication that stressed established notions
of honourable sociabilities and communication in urban public spaces. It argues that
these destabilizing social and communication practices led to social stratification and a
redefinition of ‘honourable’ burgherly behaviour in the normative public sphere.
Strategies to govern the coffeehouses sought thus to bind these spaces and their actors
to this newly articulated ‘normative’ burgherly public sphere.

In October 1677, coffee and tea came to Hamburg, a development so auspicious
that one city chronicler wrote:

an English Messieur arrived in Hamburg and began serving tea for money,
near the Stock Exchange – also coffee. He was followed by a Dutchman,
and then an Armenian, then the following year serving tea and coffee became
so common that particular burghers, learned and unlearned men, clerics and
non-clerics, young and old, men and women, whoever could afford it, brewed
this drink at home and abroad, and drank to each other of a morning, insisted
that good friends…come for a morning tea and coffee…and this thing had
never happened in Hamburg before.1
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1Stiftung Hanseatisches Wirtschaftsarchiv, Safebestand der Commerzbibliothek, S/635, Annales
Hamburgenses, 1660–80, unpaginated (attributed to Adam Tratziger), entry Oct. 1677. All translations
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Indeed, this was also a novelty for the entire German region as Hamburg was one of
the first German cities to have a coffeehouse.2 From the outset, the craze for the
exotic warm beverages played out in both domestic and public settings, but in
late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century Hamburg it was the public space
of the coffeehouse that provoked particular regulatory and social scrutiny. Whilst
coffee and tea enjoyed fairly favourable press, in particular for their medicinal prop-
erties, a whole genre of satirical texts painted the coffeehouse as anywhere from dis-
orderly and intellectually lightweight to downright morally despicable.3 Shortly
after the first coffeehouse opened its doors, Hamburg’s authorities introduced
licensing, and in 1709/10 new regulations to govern the coffeehouses. They were
not alone: urban authorities elsewhere, citing concerns about gambling or political
dissent, also restricted or banned their coffeehouses, suggesting a more general per-
iod of power reconfiguration within absolutist and urban political structures.4

Hamburg’s coffeehouse ‘problem’ around 1700, however, was also home-made. It
resonated with religious, political and social crises specific to the city: the constantly
shifting clashes between Pietist currents and orthodox Lutheranism, between the
‘haves’ and the ‘have-nots’, between the crafts milieu and the urban political and
cultural elite, all largely contests over the balance of power between Hamburg’s pol-
itical institutions. At the core of the coffeehouse ‘problem’ were modes and norms
of sociability, and governance measures aimed at rectifying perceived moral defi-
ciencies of coffeehouse sociability and its dangers for public life in the city.

The eighteenth century, in the words of historian Ulrich Im Hof, was the
‘social century’.5 In the 1700s, historians have argued, Europeans began to see
sociable behaviour as highly desirable and developed new constellations of com-
ing together that crossed social, political and religious boundaries of the ancien
régime. These supposedly socially heterogeneous and egalitarian new sociable
forms – the (largely male) language societies, reading circles, freemasons’ lodges,
etc. – were understood as the drivers of a fundamental shift from absolutist pol-
itical and social structures to modern bourgeois democracy of the nineteenth cen-
tury.6 Sociability is still a central concept in the history of the German
Enlightenment, although historians now suggest that the Enlightenment has a

in der zeitgenössischen Geschichtsschreibung’, Zeitschrift des Vereins für Hamburgische Geschichte, 53
(1967), 1–20, at 5.

2Preceded only by Bremen (1673).
3On tea/coffee: P.J. Marperger, Paul Jacob Marpergers…Vollständiges Küch- und Keller-Dictionarium

(Hamburg, 1716), 186; S. Blankaart, Haustus Polychresti Oder: Zuverlässige Gedancken, Vom Theé,
Coffeé, Chocolate Und Taback (Hamburg, 1705). On satirical texts: P. Albrecht, ‘Kaffeetrinken, "Dem
Bürger zur Ehr’ – dem Armen zur Schand"’, Kultur und Gesellschaft in Nordwestdeutschland zur Zeit
der Aufklärung (Tübingen, 1992), 57–100, at 59–62; K. Niklaus and D. Lekebusch, ‘Heiss begehrt. Tee
und Schokolade statt Biersuppe’, in R. Wiechmann (ed.), Kein Bier ohne Alster. Hamburg – Brauhaus
der Hanse (Hamburg, 2016), 215.

4Frankfurt am Main (1703–05) and Cologne (1706) banned their coffeehouses. Leipzig also threatened
to close them in 1704: C. Koslofsky, Evening’s Empire: A History of the Night in Early Modern Europe
(Cambridge, 2011), 182–4.

5U. Im Hof, Das gesellige Jahrhundert: Gesellschaft und Gesellschaften im Zeitalter der Aufklärung
(Munich, 1982).

6See, for example, ibid.; R. van Dülmen, Die Gesellschaft der Aufklärer: Zur bürgerlichen Emanzipation
und aufklärerischen Kultur in Deutschland (Frankfurt am Main, 1996); H. Reinalter (ed.),
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longer, non-linear and more complex chronology and are increasingly exploring
‘other’ spaces and forms of Enlightenment sociability beyond the world of the
male, educated elite.7 Notwithstanding this, the focus on organized social clubs
and associations has remained, overshadowing other, looser forms of social
togetherness and communication, in particular those that emerged before around
1720. Attending to these gaps is all the more pressing, as a growing body of
research shows how the so-called ‘early Enlightenment’ (c. 1680–1720) consti-
tuted an important phase of innovation, experiment and ‘openness’ that laid
the groundwork for the ‘Enlightenment’ or the ‘late Enlightenment’.8

Until relatively recently, the coffeehouse has been characterized as a civilized,
intellectual and harmonious institution – a spatial paragon of a new egalitarian,
free and easy Enlightenment sociability.9 This was also the thrust of Jürgen
Habermas’ model of the ideal ‘bourgeois public sphere’, which located the birth-
place of the ‘sphere of private people come together as public’ (a rational-critical
public that subjected absolutist power structures to the rule of law) in the coffee-
houses of Restoration England.10 Whether implicitly or explicitly, this notion has
guided many more general accounts of coffeehouses in Germany, which rarely
attend to this early period.11 The relatively limited body of research on
Hamburg’s coffeehouses has also largely focused on the period after 1720, and
has emphasized in particular coffeehouse sociability within the context of scholarly
societies, literary circles and the production/consumption of print media.12 The cir-
cle of ‘beautiful minds and witty persons [around rococo poet Friedrich von
Hagedorn], who one would habitually find assembled at midday in the large saloon

Aufklärungsgesellschaften (Frankfurt am Main, 1993). On Hamburg: F. Kopitzsch, Grundzüge einer
Sozialgeschichte der Aufklärung in Hamburg und Altona, vols. I and II (Hamburg, 1982).

7P. Albrecht, H-E. Bödeker and E. Hinrichs, Formen Der Geselligkeit in Nordwestdeutschland 1750–1820
(Berlin, 2012); W. Hardtwig, Macht, Emotion und Geselligkeit: Studien zur Soziabilität in Deutschland
1500–1900 (Stuttgart, 2012).

8D. Fulda and J. Steigerwald (eds.), Um 1700: Die Formierung der europäischen Aufklärung: Zwischen
Öffnung und neuerlicher Schließung (Berlin and Boston, MA, 2016); H.-E. Bödeker (ed.), Strukturen der
deutschen Frühaufklärung, 1680–1720 (Göttingen, 2008).

9For example, H.-E. Bödeker, ‘Das Kaffeehaus als Institution aufklärerischer Geselligkeit’, in E. François
(ed.), Geselligkeit, Vereinswesen und bürgerliche Gesellschaft in Frankreich, Deutschland und der Schweiz,
1750–1850 (Paris, 1986), 65–80, at 76–8.

10J. Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere. An Inquiry into a Category of
Bourgeois Society (Oxford, 1991), 27–8. Habermas argued that this kind of public sphere did not exist
in Germany until after 1800, however.

11Bödeker, ‘Kaffeehaus’, 66; Albrecht, ‘Kaffeetrinken’, 59–62; U. Heise, Kaffee und Kaffeehaus. Eine
Kulturgeschichte (Hildesheim, 1987); M. Krieger, Kaffee. Geschichte eines Genussmittels (Cologne, 2011),
166; Koslofsky, Empire, 174–85.

12Only Niklaus and Lekebusch’s article on the introduction of tea, coffee and chocolate to Hamburg
deals – briefly – with the early coffeehouses, touching on gender issues, sexual impropriety and regulation
as social disciplining during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. See Niklaus and Lekebusch,
‘Heiss begehrt’, 202–19. See otherwise E. Finder, Hamburgisches Bürgertum (Hamburg, 1930), 149–58;
Bödeker, ‘Kaffeehaus’; G. Lüdemann, ‘Genuß ohne Rausch. Hamburgs Kaffeehäuser im 18. Jahrhundert’,
in A. Kelm and H.-H. Groppe (eds.), 1789 Speichern und Spenden (Hamburg, 1989), 140–9;
M. Schneede, ‘“…für Deutschland ein Muster”. Hamburgs alte Kaffeehäuser’, in Rainvilles Fest. Ein
französischer Lustgarten im Dänischen Altona (Hamburg, 1994), 131–40; Kopitzsch, Grundzüge, vol. I,
304–420.
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of Dresser’s Coffeehouse’13 or the publicist-writers who launched Germany’s first
commercially viable moral weekly, Der Patriot (1724–26) from one of the city’s cof-
feehouses,14 have thus habitually served as evidence that this particular kind of
quasi-organized and literary Enlightenment sociability was a defining and enduring
characteristic of the coffeehouse.15 More recent work on coffeehouses, often critical
of the Habermasian model, has begun to dismantle this narrative of singularity and
bourgeois reason,16 showing how violence, scandal, gambling, prostitution and per-
formance were as much a part of day-to-day coffeehouse culture as business, intel-
lectual, literary and political pursuits.17 Moreover, work on Dresden and Salzburg
has emphasized the many continuities of coffeehouse interiors and sociabilities
with other urban hospitality spaces,18 and we no longer can assume coffeehouses
were all-male spaces.19

This chronological and thematic blind spot is surprising as Hamburg’s coffee-
houses emerged during a period of political, social, and religious crisis that histor-
ians now understand as a formative moment in the emergence of new
communication practices paving the way for ‘Enlightenment’ – turning, as it
were, the Habermasian model of civil society on its head.20 As one of northern
Europe’s major print and press centres around 1700, Hamburg has proven fruitful
ground.21 Focusing increasingly upon communication systems and practices –
rather than on big ideas – as the motor of historical change, they demonstrate

13G. Büsch, Ueber den Gang meines Geistes und meiner Tähtigkeit (Hamburg, 1794), 239–41.
14On Der Patriot, see H. Rowland, ‘The journal “Der Patriot” and the constitution of a bourgeois literary

public sphere’, in P.U. Hohendahl (ed.), Patriotism, Cosmopolitanism, and National Culture: Public Culture
in Hamburg 1700–1933 (Amsterdam, 2003), 55–69.

15Quoted in most of the literature on Hamburg and German coffeehouses. See, for example, Heise,
Kaffee, 132–3. Kopitzsch notes, however, that literary circles (e.g. Hagedorn’s) not only met in coffeehouses:
Kopitzsch, Grundzüge, vol. I, 307–9, 326.

16As Susanne Rau has pointed out, Habermas’ model described an ideal not reality. On reception of and
debates over his ‘bourgeois public sphere’: S. Rau, ‘Orte – Akteure – Netzwerke. Zur Konstitution
öffentlicher Räume in einer frühneuzeitlichen Fernhandelsstadt’, in G. Schwerhoff (ed.), Stadt und
Öffentlichkeit in der Frühen Neuzeit (Cologne, 2011), 39–46.

17B. Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee. The Emergence of the British Coffeehouse (New Haven, 2005);
C. Hochmuth, Globale Güter – lokale Aneignung. Kaffee, Tee, Schokolade und Tabak im
frühneuzeitlichen Dresden (Constance, 2008), 153–78; G. Ammerer, ‘Das Kaffeehaus als öffentlicher
Raum. Das Beispiel Salzburg’, in Schwerhoff (ed.), Stadt, 81–96.

18Hochmuth, Güter, 153–78; Ammerer, ‘Kaffeehaus’. In contrast, Bödeker’s earlier study emphasizes the
singularity of coffeehouse sociability: Bödeker, ‘Kaffeehaus’.

19Female participation was variable over time and place. See B. Cowan, ‘What was masculine about the public
sphere? Gender and the coffeehouse milieu in post-Restoration England’, History Workshop Journal, 51 (2001),
127–57; S. Rau, Räume der Stadt: Eine Geschichte Lyons 1300–1800 (Frankfurt and New York, 2014), 374–6.

20For a critique of Habermas from the perspective of communication history, see A. Gestrich, ‘The early-
modern state and the rise of the public sphere. A systems-theory approach’, in M. Rospocher (ed.), Beyond
the Public Sphere. Opinions, Publics, Spaces in Early Modern Europe (Berlin, 2012), 31–52.

21D. Bellingradt, ‘The early modern city as a resonating box: media, public opinion, and the urban space
of the Holy Roman Empire, Cologne, and Hamburg ca. 1700’, Journal of Early Modern History, 16 (2012),
201–40; D. Bellingradt, Flugpublizistik und Öffentlichkeit um 1700: Dynamiken, Akteure und Strukturen im
urbanen Raum des Alten Reiches (Stuttgart, 2012). On press and pamphleteering: H. Böning, Geschichte der
Hamburger und Altonaer Presse. Periodische Presse und der Weg zur Aufklärung, vol. I (Bremen, 2020);
H. Böning, ‘Eine Stadt lernt das Zeitungslesen’, in J.A. Steiger and S. Richter (eds.), Hamburg. Eine
Metropolregion zwischen Früher Neuzeit und Aufklärung (Berlin, 2012), 391–415; D. Rose, ‘Pasquille,
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how sixteenth- and seventeenth-century communication practices laid the ground-
work for a culture of observational, reflective criticism that we associate with the
modern public sphere of civil discourse.22 Whether through scandalous pamphlets,
petitioning, the postal service or the press, all generally concur that this entailed a
fundamental but very gradual shift from a public sphere dependent upon oral and
face-to-face, performative communication to one (increasingly) dominated by text-
ual communication (media) practices of observation.23 However, despite this bur-
geoning multimediality, the (early modern political) public sphere (Öffentlichkeit)
was still dominated by what Rudolf Schlögl calls an ‘integrated public sphere’ con-
stituted in the performance of politics, not yet through the observation and
observation-of-observation of a medial public sphere.24

In a largely face-to-face society, communicative practices were tied to physical
spaces: public spaces constituted public spheres. These were many and varied in
the early modern city, could be permanent or temporary and were rarely dedicated
to a single purpose.25 Hospitality spaces were one of the important, permanent
public spaces within early modern cities. As well as providing respite and refresh-
ment to locals and travellers, they were sites for the local, regional and cross-
regional exchange and moderation of all modes of oral, visual, symbolic and textual
communication.26 They were integral to urban everyday life because drinking
rituals, as Anne Tlusty has shown, were woven tightly into the everyday and thus
‘served to establish and confirm the social identity of the participants’.27 They
enjoyed high public civic value, on a par with the town hall, stock exchange and
church, and they were supported, encouraged and regulated by town authorities
in co-operation with patrons and keepers.28 Maintaining the integrity of these pub-
lic spaces was crucial because their publicness played an essential role in virtually all
aspects of urban life and governance.

This article uses an urban coffeehouse ‘problem’ around 1700 in Hamburg as a
lens for exploring the nature of the urban public sphere, its sociabilities and

Pseudonyme, Polemiken. Skandalöse und literarische Öffentlichkeit in Hamburg um 1700’, in ibid., 443–
59.

22Bellingradt, ‘Resonating’, 240; D. Zaret, Origins of Democratic Culture: Printing, Petitions, and the
Public Sphere in Early Modern England (Princeton, 2021), 276–9; W. Behringer, ‘Communications revolu-
tions: a historiographical concept’, German History, 24 (2006), 333–74; K. Lohsträter, Die Entzündung der
Geister. Kommunikation, Medien und Gesellschaft in der Ruhrregion im 18. Jahrhundert (Bremen, 2016).

23On the theoretical framework of this process: R. Schlögl, ‘Kommunikation und Vergesellschaftung
unter Anwesenden. Formen des Sozialen und ihre Transformation in der Frühen Neuzeit’, Geschichte
und Gesellschaft, 34 (2008), 155–224.

24R. Schlögl, ‘Politik beobachten. Öffentlichkeit und Medien in der frühen Neuzeit’, Zeitschrift für his-
torische Forschung, 35 (2008–12), 581–616, at 606–8.

25Rau, ‘Orte’, 60–1; M. Rospocher, ‘Beyond the public sphere: a historiographical transition’, in
Rospocher (ed.), Beyond, 9–30, at 26–7.

26B. Kümin, Drinking Matters. Public Houses and Social Exchange in Early Modern Central Europe
(Basingstoke, 2007), 115–26; B.A. Tlusty, Bacchus and Civic Order. The Culture of Drink in Early
Modern Germany (Charlottesville, 2001); D. Freist, ‘Wirtshäuser als Zentren frühneuzeitlicher
Öffentlichkeit. London im 17. Jahrhundert’, in J. Burkhardt (ed.), Kommunikation und Medien in der
Frühen Neuzeit (Munich, 2005), 201–24.

27Tlusty, Bacchus, 157.
28Rau, Räume, 280–1; S. Rau, ‘Public order in public space: tavern conflict in early modern Lyon’, Urban

History, 34 (2007), 102–13.
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governance. It examines early coffeehouses there from their emergence in 1677
until 1714, just after the ‘peace’ of the Great Recess, which has been credited
with soothing over internal divisions and laying the foundations for a ‘social har-
mony’ lasting into the nineteenth century.29 Taking a microhistorical approach, it
draws upon a variety of sources – chronicles, licensing records, citizenship registers,
legal proceedings and hitherto unutilized government administrative records gener-
ated by regulation deliberations in 1709/10 – to zoom in on this dynamic but
neglected period. It focuses on both the sociability and communication practices
characterizing these early coffeehouses as well as their governance, and how
these related to practices and ideals of the public sphere. This is not because I con-
sider the coffeehouse to be an extraordinary social site in early modern Hamburg,
but rather because the scrutiny this new social space aroused reveals both the way
the public sphere functioned in practice and how (certain) contemporaries envi-
sioned its ideal form.30

Troubled times: Hamburg around 1700
To comprehend fully the role the new coffeehouses played in Hamburg around
1700, it is necessary to situate them within the context of intensifying political
discontent post-1648 that culminated in two major political crises: the almost
‘rule by citizens’ under Cord Jastram (1634–86) and Hieronymous Snitger
(1648–86) from 1684 to 1686 and the so-called Priesterstreit, a religious–political
dispute between Lutheran-Orthodox and Pietist pastors that gathered momen-
tum in the 1690s and led to the Great Recess of 1712. At the heart of both crises
was the question of who held ultimate power in Hamburg: the greater citizenry or
an urban elite.31

Hamburg’s political lability was not unique amongst German cities, but its par-
ticular status as Free Imperial City and media, commercial and cultural centre make
it a particularly valuable case-study of societal shifts during this period.32 Hamburg
had no formal patriciate, as was the case in many other German cities, but rather all
burghers and their households belonged to a single estate of burghers.33

29As argued by P.E. Schramm, Hamburg. Ein Sonderfall in der Geschichte Deutschlands (Hamburg,
1964). See critical/relativizing responses from J. Whaley, Religious Toleration and Social Change in
Hamburg, 1529–1819 (Cambridge, 1985), 19–22; M. Lindemann, ‘Fundamental values. Political culture
in eighteenth-century Hamburg’, in Hohendahl (ed.), Patriotism, 20–2.

30On the tension between the two in Restoration England, see B. Cowan, ‘Publicity and privacy in the
history of the British coffeehouse’, History Compass, 5 (2007), 1180–213, at 1186–7.

31This period has undergone significant revision from ‘rule by mob’ to ‘freedom-fighters for citizens
rights’: Whaley, Toleration, 17–18; Loose, ‘Wirren’; M. Asendorf, ‘Jastram und Snitger. Die Entführung
Snitgers, seine Befreiung und das Strafgericht gegen die Täter 1685’, in R. Wiechmann and J. Grolle
(eds.), Geprägte Geschichte (Hamburg, 2014), 138–55; M. Asendorf, ‘Der Hamburger Bürgermeister
Heinrich Meurer. Autokratie contra kommunale Bürgerpflicht’, in ibid., 116–29; J. Berlin, Bürgerfreiheit
statt Ratsregiment. Das Manifest der bürgerlichen Freiheit und der Kampf für Demokratie in Hamburg
um 1700 (Norderstedt, 2012).

32C.R. Friedrichs, ‘Urban conflicts and the imperial constitution in seventeenth-century Germany’,
Journal of Modern History, 58 (1986), 98–123. See also H. Schilling and S. Ehrenpreis, Die Stadt in der
Frühen Neuzeit (Berlin and Boston, MA, 2015).

33Burgher status was not universal. There were two tiers of burgher (large and small). Only burghers
with sufficient property participated in parliament.
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Governance was in the hands of two political bodies, the senate and the much lar-
ger parliament, which presided over various smaller and parish-based political
bodies. By the seventeenth century, social discrepancies between the two had
widened, with the council consisting largely of wealthy merchants and the parlia-
ment of a more heterogeneous group dominated increasingly by craftsmen and
less illustrious merchants and traders.34 Relations between senate and parliament
oscillated between co-operation and antagonism, with periodic disputes over bur-
gher rights and political participation.35 To settle these disputes, political rights
and obligations were codified by ‘recesses’ (written agreements between council
and parliament).

After 1648, relations between the senate and parliament deteriorated markedly,
with two imperial commissions failing to quell further tensions in the 1660s and
the 1670s.36 Matters came to a head in 1684 after parliament had the sitting
mayor arrested for abuse of office. After a third failed imperial commission, par-
liament took control of the city under the leadership of shipowner Cord Jastram
and merchant-politician Hieronymus Snitger, and ruled, with widespread support
from the population, for almost two years before internal political conflicts and
interventions from external powers led to conflict between Denmark and
Hamburg. Support for Jastram and Snitger receded as fears that they had betrayed
the city to Denmark spread and both were arrested and later executed for
treason.37

Parallel to this crisis, discontent was also brewing between the growing Pietist
community and Hamburg’s increasingly populist orthodox Lutheran ministry.
Moral condemnation of the new opera on Gänsemarkt (built 1677/78) from the
Pietist pastor of St Jakobi in 1681 sparked the initial Priesterstreit (pastors’ dispute).
The opera, considered a prestige object of the senate by many burghers, remained a
sticking point, but by the 1690s the religious–theological dispute had merged into
the ongoing struggle over power in the city, between the (largely)
Pietist-sympathizing senate and the (largely) orthodox Lutheran-leaning parlia-
ment. Parish pastors from each camp led the charge in a vociferous multimedia

34Reflecting a general demographic trend, whereby around 78% of the population worked in the crafts,
semi- and low-skilled occupations: H.-D. Loose, ‘Das Zeitalter der Bürgerunruhen und der großen
europäischen Kriege 1618–1712’, in W. Jochmann and H.-D. Loose (eds.), Hamburg, vol. I (Hamburg,
1982), 267.

35R. Postel and L. Jockheck, Beiträge zur hamburgischen Geschichte der frühen Neuzeit (Münster, 2006);
G. Rückleben, ‘Rat und Bürgerschaft in Hamburg 1595–1686. Innere Bindungen und Gegensätze’,
Philipps-Universität Marburg/Lahn doctoral thesis, 1969.

36Senate restrictions on political participation was the central issue: Berlin, Bürgerfreiheit, 42–65.
37The ‘traitor’ myth has been recently debunked by M. Asendorf, ‘Hamburg 1686. Der dänische

Entschluss zur Belagerung Hamburgs und der Justizmord an Jastram und Schnitger; das Ende einer
Geschichtslegende’, in Wiechmann and Grolle (eds.), Geprägte, 156–77. See also K. Lohsträter, Hinter
den Kulissen eines Schreckenstheaters. Der Fall Jastram und Snitger in der Theatrum-Literatur des 17.
Jahrhunderts Theatralität von Wissen in der Frühen Neuzeit (Wolfenbüttel, 2013), Online-Resource,
PURL: http://diglib.hab.de/ebooks/ed000156/id/ebooks_ed000156_article09/start.htm, accessed 1 Feb.
2022.
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onslaught.38 The Recess of 1699 formally ended this dispute, but political–religious
tensions persisted.39

In 1705, Christian Krumbholtz (1665–1714), orthodox Lutheran pastor of St
Peter’s parish and leader of parliament, was appointed head of Hamburg’s ministry.
He openly sided with the anti-Pietist and anti-senate factions in parliament and,
together with the craftsman Balthasar Stielke (dates unknown), agitated in town
hall and from pulpit against the senate. In 1708, parliament, full of Krumbholtz’s
and Stielke’s supporters – many (but not all) from the crafts and the lower social
orders – took control of senate appointments. Violent skirmishes ensued and sena-
tors stayed away from parliament conventions, leaving the city virtually ungovern-
able.40 In May 1708, the imperial court in Vienna intervened once more, sending
troops to occupy the city and restore government. Krumbholtz, Stielke and their
supporters were soon arrested and the two were found guilty of treason in 1712.
For three years, an imperial commission negotiated a peace contract between the
warring factions. The result was the Great Recess of 1712, which enshrined the pre-
requisites and obligations of political participation in a constitution but drastically
curbed political participation by the lower orders, handed stronger political power
to the senate (largely the wealthy urban elite) and stifled demands for parliament –
as a body representing all burghers – to claim the highest power in the city.41

Political sociability in the coffeehouses
And what of the coffeehouses amidst this upheaval? What role did these new public
spaces play and what forms of communication and sociability were characteristic
during this period? None feature in the official (and partial) account of the
Jastram and Snitger trials, published by Lucas Bostel in 1687, suggesting that the
coffeehouses were not particularly relevant sites of sociability for Jastram’s and
Snitger’s supporters, many citizens of middling and lesser means. Rather, the
duo ‘had their poisoned emissaries and stooges, both on the sly at the Stock
Exchange, in gatherings, in wine and beer houses, and otherwise here and there
in conventions of parliament through thousandfold mad, false and terrible
Impressions, which moved the minds of many loyal burghers to turn away from
Your Honourable Council’.42 During the late 1680s, hospitality spaces – here the

38Parliament shut down the opera in 1686 but the senate reopened it unilaterally. See Berlin,
Bürgerfreiheit, 101; J. Geffcken, ‘Der erste Streit über die Zulässigkeit des Schauspiels (1677–1688)’,
Zeitschrift des Vereins für Hamburgische Geschichte, 3 (1851), 1–33; G. Jaacks, ‘Der “Priesterstreit” am
Ende des 17. Jahrhunderts’, in Wiechmann and Grolle (eds.), Geprägte, 196–207, at 196–8; Whaley,
Toleration, 18–19; H. Rückleben, ‘Die Niederwerfung der hamburgischen Ratsgewalt. Kirchliche
Bewegungen und bürgerliche Unruhen im ausgehenden 17. Jahrhundert’, University of Hamburg, doctoral
thesis, 1970, 342–51.

39On the prominence of burgher rights and claims in contemporary political writings, see Berlin,
Bürgerfreiheit, 28–30.

40Rückleben, ‘Niederwerfung’, 357.
41All recesses prior to 1603, which contained many important burgher rights, were revoked. Increased

property requirements from 1710 led to a dramatic fall in craftsmen and commoners in parliament: Berlin,
Bürgerfreiheit, 227–30.

42See ‘Pronunciatum Veneris den 1 October A. 1686’, in L. Bostel, Wahrhaffte Deduction-Schrifft.
Worinnen der Uhrsprung und Verlauff des von denen beyden Executirten Cordt Jastram und Hieronimus
Schnitker… (Hamburg, 1687), 58–9.
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wine and beer houses – functioned as important sites for face-to-face political com-
munication and sociability, but they were only one space type in a network of pub-
lic urban communication.

At the height of the pastors’ dispute in 1693, however, the coffeehouses (by then
at least four in number) were sites of popular political communication and per-
formance. An anonymous Hamburg chronicler noted on 28 November 1693:
‘The Quaker Song was played last night and into the early morning in the coffee-
house by the Weighing House, in Turino by the Exchange, with cornetts, oboes and
flutes so that the neighbours could not sleep. It is so enjoyable for the people to
dance to it.’ The chronicle recalled further that at a wedding, even two members
of the senate – potentially Pietist sympathizers – ‘could not dance their fill’ to
the song.43 ‘Quaker’ was an insulting term for Pietists, and the ‘Quaker Song’
was sung ‘almost daily at weddings and gatherings’ in defiance of Horbist
Pietists,44 who eschewed singing and dancing.45 Yet coffeehouses were not the
only political spaces. In the beer and wine houses, the chronicler claimed, the
Horbists ‘sometimes have to go home with a bloody nose’.46 This oral and physical
kind of political communication – singing, dancing, arguing and fighting – is far
from the kind of learned, contemplative, polite conversational and text-centred
communication and sociability associated with Enlightenment. Around 1700, cof-
feehouse sociability was visceral, loud, joyous, bellicose and violent, and indistin-
guishable from sociability in other hospitality spaces. It was a space of
face-to-face communication fully integrated into the increasingly vitriolic atmos-
phere of political, religious and social upheaval.

Thanks to Daniel Bellingradt’s work on urban political communication during
this period, we know that Christian Krumbholtz and Balthasar Stielke used a net-
work of taverns, bars and coffeehouses to meet with supporters, distribute incendi-
ary pamphlets and news, and plot insurgency.47 These physical spaces, he argues,
were part of Hamburg’s multimedia landscape of communication, a ‘resonating
box’ of discourse and opinion in which hospitality spaces served as sites of oral
and textual multiplication.48 But how did the authorities classify sociability and
communication in the coffeehouse space? What kinds of media, sociability or beha-
viours concerned them in particular? A close reading of Stielke’s interrogation
reveals that Hamburg’s coffeehouses (and its wine and beer houses) were not con-
sidered ‘dangerous’ spaces per se, which resonates with Beat Kümin’s findings for
taverns.49 Stielke’s interrogators sought instead to establish whether his activities in
the coffeehouse were honest or suspect, for which the nature of the gathering and

43See a partial transcription of the chronicle in J. Geffcken, ‘Hamburgische Zustände am Ende des 17.
Jahrhunderts, aus gleichzeitigen Aufzeichnungen’, Zeitschrift des Vereins für Hamburgische Geschichte, 3
(1851), 597–635, at 621, 628.

44The Pietist pastor of St Nikolai, Johann Heinrich Horb (1645–95), attracted support largely from the
upper social strata, referred to here as ‘Horbist Pietists’. See Berlin, Bürgerfreiheit, 104.

45Geffcken, ‘Zustände’, 621.
46Ibid., 628. This episode took place during a parliament convent; see Berlin, Bürgerfreiheit, 106.
47Bellingradt only briefly mentions these spaces in relation to media distribution: Bellingradt,

Flugpublizistik, 245–6.
48Bellingradt, ‘Resonating’, 204; Bellingradt, Flugpublizistik, 254.
49Kümin, Drinking, 74–82.
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sociability provided the crucial markers. When asked whether he ‘frequent[ed] many
different coffeehouses’, he replied that ‘he does drink a cup of coffee at home, also
with several good friends when he visits them, has also been in the coffeehouse
opposite the Council Apothecary, but does not run from one house to another’.50

If regular and promiscuous frequentation of the city’s coffeehouses was evidence of
immorality, so too was the timing of visits and the type of sociability practised in
the coffeehouse. When questioned as to whether he ‘visited such coffee, wine and
beer houses largely on the days prior to the convents of parliament?’, he replied in
the negative, claiming he was ‘not there every day’.51 Unsatisfied, his interrogators
pressed him further on this point, to which he responded ‘it is possible, that he
went to the coffeehouse to drink a cup, but he never spoke of parliamentary matters,
and was amongst unfamiliar burghers’.52 He was similarly probed on arranged meet-
ings in the coffeehouses and leaving ‘the coffee, wine and beer houses with his friends
in great haste’ to determine whether his visits had illegal designs.53

Thus, from the perspective of the authorities/interrogators, there were (at least)
two types of sociability common to coffeehouses, wine and beer houses alike: sedi-
tious sociability, which was premeditated and not tied to a regular space, and a
more benign sociability of chance encounter, perhaps in a regular haunt, laced
with civilized banter. Good citizens practised the latter and Stielke, when pressed
about visits to a public house, was at pains to distance himself from this ‘dangerous’
sociability: ‘He never had a regular organized company, held no intrigues and no
gatherings.’54 What kinds of activities and behaviours awoke suspicion? First, any
kind of partisan behaviour, considered damaging to the common weal.55 His inter-
rogators repeatedly asked him which side he ‘favoured’ in the increasingly frenzied
disputes, to which he carefully responded that he did not take sides.56 Secondly, the
authorities were concerned about how these spaces could amplify the written or
printed word: Stielke’s interrogators tried repeatedly to extract a confession from
him that he had ‘read aloud or recited and made public the contents of letters in
the taverns and at revelries, or any other spaces’.57

These examples reveal that during this politically turbulent period, coffeehouses
(like other hospitality spaces) provided a forum for deploying oral and face-to-face
communication practices – singing, dancing, reading aloud, discussing – to per-
form politics and amplify and disseminate print and written media in a particularly
powerful manner. Concerns about secretive sociability and partisanship spoke to
authorities’ fears that certain burghers would (mis-)use these spaces to incite dis-
sent. Yet the coffeehouse was not a bourgeois public sphere in the Habermasian
sense – a space for erudite discourse and measured debate leading to rational

50He was asked the same about the beer and wine houses: Protocollum et Acta in peinlicher Sachen
Fiscalis in Criminalibus Contrà Baltzer Stielcken (Hamburg, 1711), in Staatsarchiv Hamburg (SAH),
Sammelband (Smbd) 83, Hamburgische Miscellanea (HM), 1706–13, p. 41.

51Ibid.
52Ibid.
53Ibid, p. 42.
54Ibid.
55On prevailing concepts of partisanship, see Berlin, Bürgerfreiheit, 18.
56Protocollum et Acta, 43, 51.
57‘Liebisch’ correspondence, ibid., 57.
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(textual) critique of political power. It was a still a public sphere in which public
opinion was forged, transmitted and actioned in situ, a physical-spatial element
in the negotiation and performance of power in late seventeenth- and early
eighteenth-century Hamburg.

A topography of Hamburg’s coffeehouses, anno 1709
Using licensing records of the Wedde as well as lists, correspondence and reports
compiled during deliberations over new coffeehouse regulation from 1709/10, it is
possible to map Hamburg’s coffeehouses for the year 1709. The coffeehouse scene
was modest but dynamic. In 1694, there were 4 licensed coffeehouses, with an
unknown number of unlicensed premises.58 By 1713, the city had 12 licensed coffee-
houses (see Table 1). The map in Figure 1 is probably not exhaustive but includes at
least four additional establishments not listed in licensing records. In fact, not even
the authorities appear to have known how many coffeehouses were actually operating
in Hamburg. One report from 1709/10 mentioned up to 20 coffeehouses.59 Another
named the major players in the coffee profession, but claimed ‘an infinity of other
persons’ were being chased for rent, debts or citizenship rights relating to coffeehouse
business ventures.60 With the coffee-serving business booming as never before, its
author noted, many coffeehouses were flimsy affairs, opened by persons ‘on the pre-
text of selling coffee’ who ‘knew not where to turn to find advances from friends or
credit from merchants’ and who closed down at the end of the year.61 Around 1710,
we can therefore assume that there was at least one coffeehouse for every 4,687 inha-
bitants, a far cry from the saturation levels found in London or Paris, but higher than
in other German cities such as Dresden.62

Coffeehouses clustered largely around the stock exchange, weighing house and
town hall precinct that formed the political, commercial and intellectual heart of
the city. Publishers and printing houses, the city’s premier taverns and inns, foreign
consuls and merchant organizations, as well as many Hamburg merchants, brokers,
and guild organizations lived and worked in nearby streets.63 In 1709/10 (see
Figure 1) only 4 of the known 16 coffeehouses lay outside of this inner-city hub:
two slightly to the north-east (7 and 15) and two – both run by members of the

58In 1692, for example, there was a (probably unlicensed) coffeehouse on Hinter Vogelers Wall (parallel
to the Kleines Alster). See Niklaus and Lekebusch, ‘Heiss begehrt’, 215.

59SAH, 111-1_50852, Species facti (fol. 1v) (anonymous).
60SAH, 111-1_50852, Report coffeehouses (fol. 1v) (anonymous).
61Ibid.
62Hamburg population 1710 = c. 75,000: F. Kopitzsch, ‘Zwischen Hauptrezeß und Französenzeit 1712–

1806’, in Jochmann and Loose (eds.), Hamburg, 366–7. To compare, Paris (1700) had c. 150 cafés (popu-
lation 1750 c. 560,000): T. Rigogne, ‘Readers and reading in cafés, 1660–1800’, French Historical Studies, 41
(2018), 473–94, at 476. Paris statistic from Schilling and Ehrenpreis, Stadt, 8. In 1717, Dresden had 11
licensed coffeehouses: Hochmuth, Güter, 156.

63H. Böning, Welteroberung durch ein neues Publikum. Die deutsche Presse und der Weg zur Aufklärung:
Hamburg und Altona als Beispiel (Bremen, 2002), 70–4; Jetzt belebtes Hamburg (Hamburg, 1712), 71,
PURL: https://agora.sub.uni-hamburg.de/subhh-adress/digbib/view?did=c1:154853&p=42&z=125, accessed
1 Apr. 2022. Coffeehouses were not listed.
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Jewish community – in the New City: one in the opera (10) and one in the
Elbstraße, the main commercial thoroughfare in the Jewish quarter (11).64

All the coffeehouses, even these last two outliers, were spatially associated with
public life in the city. The Elbstraße was pejoratively dubbed the ‘Jewish Exchange’
(Judenbörse) and was thus spatially associated public business and trade.65 The first
of its kind in Germany, the opera on Gänsemarkt functioned cross-regionally as a
flagship for ‘a new type of public stage’ that emanated a ‘new, urban culture with
elements of the early Enlightenment’.66 Through the pastors’ dispute, the opera
theatre became a highly politicized and contentious public space as debates over
the value of opera and theatre as a medium for edifying citizens and grooming
civic virtue raged between orthodox Lutherans and Pietists as well as between sen-
ate and parliament factions in the city.67 From the 1690s, biblical and mythical
plots and themes increasingly gave way to historical and contemporary political
narratives about patriotism, civic virtue and Enlightenment critiquing both popular
insurgency and the abuse of powers amongst the elite.68 Hamburg’s early coffee-
houses thus demonstrate strong spatial associations with precincts and sites of
both public life and public civic value: with institutions at the heart of

Table 1. Number of licensed coffeehouse keepers per
annum, 1700–14

Year* Licences

1700/01 7
1701/02 7
1702/03 8
1703/04 9
1704/05 10
1705/06 8
1706/07 12
1707/08 9
1708/09 9
1709/10 12
1710/11 10
1711/12 11
1712/13 13
1713/14 16

*April–March
Source: SAH, 311-1 I_214 Band 80–93, Wedderechnungen.

64See also SAH, 111-1_50852, Billiard- und Kaffeehäuserabgaben (unpaginated), List of coffeehouse-
keepers, 19 Sep. 1710.

65On ‘Judenbörse’, www.dasjuedischehamburg.de/node/229, accessed 29 Mar. 2022. On Hamburg’s
Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jewish communities: A. Herzig and S. Rohde (eds.), Die Geschichte der Juden
in Hamburg. Die Juden in Hamburg 1590 bis 1990 (Hamburg, 1991). On antisemitic tumults in the
later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: Schneede, ‘Kaffeehäuser’. Jewish/Christian relations in cof-
feehouses in this earlier period would require further research.

66See L. Gauthier, ‘Ausstrahlung der Hamburger Oper um 1700. Zirkulation und Verbreitung neuer
Kunstformen und -praktiken’, in Steiger and Richter (eds.), Hamburg, 639–50, at 639.

67Generally, Pietists were critical of the opera; however, demarcations were not stable over time. See
D. Yearsley, ‘The musical patriots of the Hamburg opera. Mattheson, Keiser, and Masaniello furioso’, in
Hohendahl (ed.), Patriotism; Geffcken, ‘Streit’, 6–13.

68Yearsley, ‘Musical patriots’, 34–8, 45.
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Figure 1. Licensed and unlicensed coffeehouses in Hamburg, 1709/10.
Data sources: SAH, 111-1_50852 (Anno 1709 Koffeeschenckers, 1709; List of billiard tables, c. 16 Nov. 1710; Caffe Schenckers, undated); SAH, 311-1_I_214, Wedderechnungen, Band 89
(1709), 90 (1710), 91 (1711).
Source: Map: Johann Bernhardus Schultz, Hamburgum (Bremen, 1682), Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg, KS 189/960: 2,3,328, https://resolver.sub.uni-hamburg.de/kitodo/
PPN611985977 (CC BY-SA 4.0 [https://creativecommons.org/licences/by-sa/4.0/deed.de]).
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Hamburg’s political, intellectual and commercial life, but also to cultural institu-
tions acting as communicative vehicles for contested notions of what it meant to
be a burgher in early eighteenth-century Hamburg.

The vagaries of popularity and novelty
Although they served to justify new regulation and may exaggerate figures and sen-
timent, the coffeehouse regulation reports and administrative sources from 1709/10
broadly align with increasing licences, suggesting that the explosion in the number
of coffeehouses produced an increasingly transient and volatile segment in the
urban hospitality landscape. Spatial association with sites of (disputed) communal
public value meant that this concerned the authorities, not just in economic terms,
but because volatility threatened the integrity of this space-bound public sphere.
Underpinning fears about too many coffeehouses was a more general disquiet
about their diminishing propriety. ‘It is a long time past that one speaks of putting
the coffeehouses on a good footing’ read one report. A round-up of ‘the cause of the
disorders that have crept into these houses’, the anonymous author claimed, would
provide remedy and restoration.69

His account began with Jean Toussecour, for many years owner of ‘the only
[coffee]house’, which was ‘consequently full of people. He served for around
thirty-five years with an extraordinary assiduousness…In the end he died and
left his children a good reputation.’70 In the 1690s, others ran coffeehouses asso-
ciated negatively with subversive intellectual and scientific pursuits. A
Frenchman by the name of du Soucours, who ‘introduced another type of café,
to which he gave the name of Academy to drown, with the special character of
an assembly of Science,…a fear of the most pernicious vices to a state’. His
house earned well, although ‘not from selling his coffee, as is known to every-
body’.71 A further Frenchman Etienne Rambour ‘followed his example’, earning
well until he was forced to leave the city ‘loaded with debts’ and earn his living
as a dance teacher.72 The next, Franz von dem Höfel, ran the lively Coffeehouse
Balle, which was always busy but ‘in the end everyone knew him to be miserable’.73

Another keeper Benjamin Seschehey, who followed du Soucours in the house of
Turino, ‘ruined himself as did several others who followed in this house’.74 The
present-day coffeehouse-keepers, the author lamented, continued to struggle:
‘Bourgues [Barteld Borchers] and the masters of Coffeehouse Balle have maintained
themselves to this day with much effort but I do not see how they will be able to
continue, if they are forbidden from allowing card games, which is their greatest
resource.’ The widow of Seriaques Beÿerling, however, was ‘keeping herself nicely
and is favoured by several honest merchants who, regarding the lengths she goes
to, to serve her customers with the utmost honour, seek to preserve her [business]’.
Even Carlo/Charles Galli, who the author described as a successful businessman,

69SAH, 111-1_50852, Report coffeehouses (fol. 1r).
70Ibid.
71Du Sucour was not in early licensing lists. SAH, 111-1_50852, Report coffeehouses (fol. 1r).
72Ibid.
73Ibid. (fol. 1r–v)
74Ibid. (fol. 1v).
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‘has not been any happier than the others’ due to competition from Jean le Blanc,
‘who has relieved him of a large part of his custom’.75 Le Blanc’s ‘garçon’, in turn,
had recently opened a new coffeehouse that ‘attracted the youth’.76

Even if we discount this account’s pessimistic imagery, this report suggests that
Hamburg’s coffeehouses varied greatly in terms of character, activities and reputa-
tion, and that attracting and maintaining custom (whether ‘honourable’ or other-
wise) was a perennial problem. The real conundrum was the matter of social
distinction: whereas in Amsterdam 99 per cent of burghers frequented coffee-
houses, the report claimed, in Hamburg this figure was a mere 10 per cent.77

Given the long-standing tensions between burghers of the upper and lower orders
in Hamburg, ‘honourable’ was likely synonymous with those sympathetic to the
party of the senate in the Krumbholtz/Stielke affair: sympathetic towards Pietism,
culturally ‘progressive’, politically ‘moderate’, of means. Yet as we have seen,
Hamburg’s coffeehouses were not that socially or politically exclusive: the craftsman
and orthodox Lutheran Balthasar Stielke and the people ridiculing Pietists with the
Quaker Song were also patrons.

Reticence from the city’s ‘honourable’ citizenry was compounded by coffee-
houses, such as that run by Le Blanc’s garçon, that enticed the city’s young
(men) and stoked anxieties about this kind of sociability undermining burgher
honour. Even when borne into a burgher family, young men could not assume citi-
zenship and join the estate of burghers – with all its privileges and obligations –
until the age of 22.78 Male youth, in limbo between childhood and becoming citi-
zens, were considered particularly susceptible to fashion, dangerous sociabilities
and activities. Youths used these kinds of liminal public spaces to socialize and
test their identities and were often trailblazers in taking up novel practices, such
as smoking tobacco.79 These anxieties were not specific to Hamburg, and the hon-
ourability of the coffeehouse and of coffeehouse sociability was a trope in both ser-
ious and satirical literature of the time.80 Cameralists would later single out the
coffeehouse as a particularly corrupting space all across Germany: according to
one of their most prolific writers, Paul Jacob Marperger (1656–1730), ‘many
these days do not enjoy a good reputation, in that many have been reduced to
public brothels’ and their number was consequently ‘restricted and defined’ by
authorities.81 From the perspective of the Hamburg authorities and at least parts
of the urban elite, therefore, the honourability of the coffeehouse depended upon
the exclusion of undesirable coffeehouse-keepers and patrons: youths, people of
flimsy means, craftspeople, anyone agitating against the senate. High social status

75Ibid.
76Ibid.
77Ibid. (fol. 2r).
78H.W. Lehr, Das Bürgerrecht im Hamburgischen Staate (Hamburg, 1919), 13.
79C.R. Corley, ‘On the threshold: youth as arbiters of urban space in early modern France’, Journal of

Social History, 43 (2009), 139–56; B.B. Roberts, ‘The “Marlboro men” of the early seventeenth century: mas-
culine role models for Dutch youths in the Golden Age?’, Men and Masculinities, 9 (2006), 76–94.

80Hochmuth, Güter, 169. See the satirical conversation between a group of male coffeehouse-goers on
the spectacle and morality of coffeehouse sociability in the section ‘II. Caffée- und Thée-Logia’, in Die
neu-eröfnete lustige Schaubuehne Menschlicher Gewohn- und Thorheiten (1700).

81Marperger, Dictionarium, 186.
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– and in Hamburg around 1700 this was loosely aligned with religious and political
affiliations – was thus key to the ‘honourability’ of a space and its civic value.

Beverly Tlusty has argued that during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
the tavern was an integral part of the urban social structure, serving, by and
large, to support and enhance social order as an inclusive public space in which
burghers and travellers conducted all manner of legitimate everyday activities.82

The Hamburg coffeehouse sources point, however, to a process of dissolution of
this shared space as more socially stratified demands were placed on the public
sphere of the coffeehouse. This may have been a Hamburg peculiarity around
1700, as comparison with other cities suggests variation in the social status of
the coffeehouse patrons over space and time.83 In Hamburg’s coffeehouses, differ-
ent social and politico-religious groups could mingle; however, the political crisis
made it increasingly desirable for the urban elite to define exclusive social spaces
where ‘honourable’ burghers could commune in an orderly, civilized and decorous
manner. This coincided with a social devaluation of more traditional hospitality
spaces of low social status.84 Critics of ‘democratic’ rumblings, such as the opera
librettist Barthold Feind (1678–1721), derided certain beer and wine houses, asso-
ciating them with immoral and un-Christian sociability of craftsmen and the lower
orders: ‘When on the Sabbath I must go walking before the city gates…[I see] How
ill the people behave in the taverns there / How full of craftspeople the Raven and
Lamb is / …They gossip their counsel in beer and wine taverns / And no slander is
enough for this mob.’85 The rhetoric of ‘honourability’ of the coffeehouse space –
this pseudo-nostalgic desire to make the coffeehouse a ‘burgherly’ space (again) –
thus reflected a new pursuit of social distinction and stratification arising in part
from socio-political and religious divisions. Anxieties over proper, honourable soci-
ability thus bred a desire for social exclusivity in public, communal social spaces
formerly open to all.

Yet there was a gaping chasm between this new ‘burgherly’ ideal and what many
customers favoured in their coffeehouse. For this report also highlights that
although one was expected to patronize a particular establishment, coffeehouse
sociability was sustained above all by the presence of the crowd. If one were to
ask somebody why they had turned their back on their old coffeehouse, the author
claimed, one would hear the following lament:

I indeed had the pleasure of frequenting such a house! The master was a man
of honour, one lived there with every type of modesty, one was welcomed with
civility! One saw no face to shock the world! Gaming is forbidden, the doors

82Tlusty, Bacchus, 158–60. Also: Kümin, Drinking, 115–42.
83Salzburg’s coffeehouses catered more to aristocratic clientele than the (educated) middle class; see

Ammerer, ‘Kaffeehaus’, 94. On asynchronic sociability in drinking spaces in European comparison, see
J. Melton, The Rise of the Public in Enlightenment Europe (Cambridge, 2001), 244–50.

84This contrasted with the treatment of the Ratsweinkeller, famous for its international wines, and the
Baumhaus (international beers), two of the city’s premier hospitality spaces.

85Opera librettist Feind was arch-enemy of Balthasar Stielke: the poem also cautioned craftsmen against
participating in church or politics. Verse from B. Feind, Lob der Geldsucht, quoted in T. Schrader,
‘Bürgerliche Unruhen’, in T. Schrader (ed.), Hamburg vor 200 Jahren. Gesammelte Vorträge (Hamburg,
1892), 350.
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shut at 10 pm, one hears all manner of witty discourse. In the end the rules are
all very well, and very exact, but one goes to the coffeehouse to see company! I
went there five or six times more, but found nobody there, it was empty! The
house is lost. If one asks this man what moved him to change houses, he will
whisper in your ear: Monsieur N. N., who you know too free with his words,
was asked by the coffeehouse-keeper to moderate certain discourse that was a
little too contrary to modesty! He got angry. He left the house, and he made all
his friends leave.86

Another man swore off a coffeehouse for closing at 10 pm, and yet another was
angered after learning that a female servant had been dismissed after being seen
speaking to him ‘with some sort of confidence’.87 And many other youthful cus-
tomers who, after enduring several warnings about playing billiards with
unfamiliar officers, ‘curse the coffeehouse-keeper for having been obliged to
inform their parents’.88 Here, moral expectations and the rule of law were at log-
gerheads with the less stringent and more diverse everyday experiences in this
relatively new public social space. In the burgherly ideal that permeated regula-
tion and policing strategies, the coffeehouse was a space for civilized decorum,
moral rectitude with at most ‘witty discourse’. For many coffeehouse-goers
(including burghers), however, the desirable coffeehouse was a space for speaking
freely, for social mingling, for thrills and risk involving gaming and gambling,
and for social transgressions. It was both a day and a night space, frequented
by a diverse range of punters: upstanding burghers, army officers and youths,
all with different – sometimes conflicting – expectations of the space. And in
the middle was the ‘truly honest coffeehouse’, which ‘will have difficulty in main-
taining itself in this way, and that very often the poor coffeehouse-keeper will be
forced – against his own will to avoid his loss – to close his eyes to certain small
liberties, which with time gradually become a real conspiracy of all kinds of
knavery’.89

Various historians have pointed out that not all coffeehouses in a city catered to
the same kind of clientele, but we still know little about the precise social processes
that brought about this diversification.90 I suggest here that the dichotomous nar-
rative of ‘honest’ versus ‘dishonest’ coffeehouse sociability in Hamburg’s early cof-
feehouses points to a phenomenon of social diversification made possible through
novelty, fashion and partisanship. The popularity of any single coffeehouse
depended on the draw of the crowd because a visit to the coffeehouse was all
about meeting people, pursuing discourse and partaking in the theatre of the
space. The crowd, in particular the youthful crowd, was attracted to spaces in
which such ‘small liberties’ and social transgressions were possible. This ‘crowd’
moved en bloc and coffeehouses were sustained by social networks of loyal regulars
rather than individual customers.

86SAH, 111-1_50852, Report coffeehouses (fol. 2v).
87Ibid.
88Ibid. (fol. 3r).
89Ibid.
90Bödeker, ‘Kaffeehaus’, 68; Hochmuth, Güter, 168–71.
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The coffeehouses probably functioned as communication hubs for travellers and
merchants;91 however, the coffeehouse reports point to the importance of a local
(resident) customer base: an ‘honourable’ or successful coffeehouse in Hamburg
required a core burgherly clientele (preferably merchants), as maintained by
Widow Beÿerling.92 And reputation was a local phenomenon, as evidenced by
the bitter dispute between Charles Galli and Bernhard Assenzo, the latter who
enlisted the assistance of his financial backers – several Italian-speaking
‘Messieurs’ – to ‘make Galli look spiteful in the city, and to move all the people
to have sympathy for him, Assenzo’.93 Rumours that Galli was behind the new reg-
ulations – designed, Assenzo argued, to benefit the established coffeehouses –
meant Assenzo ‘had the satisfaction that Galli’s coffeehouse, which had maintained
itself here for 9 years with a good reputation, was suddenly deserted and ruined’.94

The ‘glut’ of coffeehouses in the city thus exacerbated the pull of the crowd
because it enabled a diverse landscape of coffeehouses to flourish – from the honest
and upstanding Widow Beÿerling to the purported den of public vice run by du
Succours – and permitted coffeehouse-goers to take their collective custom else-
where at whim. The coffeehouse public was fluid and fickle and this, in turn, facili-
tated the enduring but precarious pull of the new:

Each new house, although poorly served, is always full of people, at the expense
of the old houses, which are better served and known to be honest by all…and
by a long experience; It is therefore novelty which attracts the world and it is
the competition of the world which makes novelty.95

This was no mere economic dilemma, but rather an anxiety about the ills of capri-
cious practices of custom facilitated by a new capacity for patrons to exercise con-
sumer choice and rupture the unity of the communal public sphere of burghers.
Christian Hochmuth has noted that by the mid-eighteenth century, Dresden’s
authorities differentiated between upstanding coffeehouses, which catered largely
to semi-private social gatherings, and dishonourable coffeehouses, which were
open to all.96 I suggest that the unruly, mobile sociability we witness in
Hamburg around 1700 precipitated this demarcation. Fashionability, popularity
and partisanship were socially destabilizing because they encouraged ephemeral
and spatially promiscuous practices of sociability associated with low social status
and dishonour, such as coffeehouse-hopping, following the ‘in’ crowd or taking
political sides.97

91Vienna, for example, had both cosmopolitan and more parochial coffeehouses: D. Do Paço, ‘A case of
urban integration: Vienna’s port area and the Ottoman merchants in the eighteenth century’, Urban
History, 48 (2021), 549–51. Dresden’s coffeehouses catered largely to foreigners: Hochmuth, Güter, 170.

92SAH, 111-1_50852, Report coffeehouses (fol. 1v). Given the large number of foreigners residing long-
term in the city and taking up citizenship, however, this core custom may have been quite cosmopolitan.

93SAH, 111-1_50852, Species facti (fol. 3v).
94SAH, 111-1_50852, Report coffeehouses (fol. 1v); SAH, 111-1_50852, Species facti (fol. 4r).
95SAH, 111-1_50852, Report coffeehouses (fol. 2r).
96Hochmuth, Güter, 169–70.
97On the association between fluid and mobile communication and low social status in policing the cir-

culation of cheap print in Renaissance Venice: R. Salzberg, Ephemeral City. Cheap Print and Urban Culture
in Renaissance Venice (Manchester, 2014), 28.
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Drinking, gaming, gambling
What made the coffeehouses such fashionable and novel spaces? Late eighteenth-
century coffeehouses were often described as the key space to read local and inter-
national press, yet there is little evidence of this unique relationship around 1700.98

With countless publishers and news shops around the stock exchange providing
ready access to newspapers, journals, books and pamphlets from all over the
world, reading matter in the city was plentiful.99 And Hamburgers were – in
European comparison – precociously literate: Holger Böning estimates that between
one fifth and one sixth of the population regularly read a newspaper.100

Coffeehouses, as we have seen, were only one type of public space used to circulate
and disseminate printed matter, either through individual reading or oral ‘reading
in common’.101

Even their raison d’être – serving tea, coffee and chocolate – was not specific to
the coffeehouse. Licensing restricted this privilege to the tea and coffeehouses; how-
ever, this did not deter taverns, inns, wine and beer houses from serving warm bev-
erages on the sly. Indeed, the coffeehouse-keepers petitioned the council, lamenting
‘the whole licensing is null and void’ because the privilege of ‘serving tea, coffee and
chocolate in return for money may be so easily riddled with holes, and the gaming
guests have their tea, coffee and chocolate brought to them, or have themselves pro-
vided for in hundreds of other manners’.102 Coffeehouse-keepers also served alco-
holic beverages to garner custom. Bernhard Assenzo, for example, sold ‘wine, beer,
aquavits and all manner of foreign liquors, in order to confer upon himself a large
number of people, who partly came out of curiosity, and partly out of affection and
compassion’.103

The coffeehouse-keepers’ main concern was securing the privilege to keep bil-
liard tables. A late seventeenth-century fashion at the French court, billiards
soon spread throughout Europe. Noble and scientific associations distinguished it
from other games. According to Krünitz’s Encyclopaedia, billiards ‘not only contri-
butes to physical regeneration, but also to amusement and to the sharpening of rea-
son’. Players required a knowledge of geometry and the rules governing movement
and an ability to accurately judge distance, space and trajectory, ‘which is why it
deserves to be respected as a so artful game’.104

In Hamburg, the coffeehouses were instrumental in proliferating this new and
still exclusive pastime. In 1710, over half (six of eleven) of establishments with a
billiard table were coffeehouses.105 Coffeehouse-keepers fought hard to make bil-
liards a privilege exclusive to the coffeehouses, arguing in numerous supplications

98For example, C.L. Grießheim, Verbesserte und vermehrte Auflage des Tractats: Die Stadt Hamburg in
ihrem politischen, öconomischen und sittlichen Zustande (Hamburg, 1760), 242–3.

99Paul Marperger, Anleitung Zum rechten Verstand und nutzbarer Lesung…Zeitungen oder Avisen
(Dresden, 1724), 20–1.

100Böning, ‘Zeitungslesen’, 405–6, 411–12.
101See also Bellingradt, Flugpublizistik, 245–6; Böning, ‘Zeitungslesen’, 402–3.
102SAH, 111-1_50852, Letter from coffeehouse-keepers Galli, Borchers, Tönner, Blanc, Brülle and Petro

to senate, undated (1710) (fol. 3r).
103SAH, 111-1_50852, Species facti (fol. 8r).
104Oekonomische Encyklopädie,…von D. Johann Georg Krünitz, vol. CLVII (Berlin, 1833), 658–9.
105SAH, 111-1_50852, List of billiard tables, 16 Nov. 1710 (fol. 1r).
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how crucial the game was to business success.106 In particular, the well-established
coffeehouse-keepers petitioning with Charles Galli invested in the highly fashion-
able game: four of the six maintained billiard tables. Newcomer Bernhard
Assenzo also had a table.107

The importance of billiards was also due to an increasingly hostile attitude to card
and board games.108 Concerns about gambling in Hamburg’s 1709 gambling ordin-
ance were not restricted to the city’s coffeehouses but applied broadly to ‘inns, coffee,
wine and beer bars, shops, wine cellars or other places…or cellars’ in which ‘in par-
ticular young people are induced to part with that which they or their parents have
earned through bitter toil’.109 The ordinance defined such spaces as ‘offering normal
rendezvous or places to gather’ – i.e. common spaces of no social distinction open to
all. These spaces induced ‘those addicted to gambling’ (Gewinnsüchtigen) to both lose
their shirt and behave sinfully, ‘defiling the Sabbath, all manner of cursing and blas-
phemy, also squabbling, fighting, rough-housing, wounding, even killing and other
serious sins’.110 It also defined legal and illegal gaming, and card and dice games
played for money in the manner of a ‘Profession’ were no longer tolerated on the pre-
tence of protecting the city’s youth from predatory rakes.111

By destroying honourable burgher households, the behaviours and social inter-
actions around gambling struck at the very heart of Hamburg’s civic constitution
and integrity. Billiards, however, offered an honourable drawcard: through its
lofty association with kings, nobility and reason, it could enhance the social exclu-
sivity of the space. Billiards allowed Hamburg’s early eighteenth-century
coffeehouse-keepers to position themselves in the vanguard of fashionability whilst
complying with social and legal requirements designed to uphold the integrity of a
socially discrete ‘honourable’ public sphere that would protect the financial and
social interests of the city’s ‘honourable’ burgher households.

Making the coffeehouse a burgherly public space
Managing the moral integrity and commercial viability of essential public spaces
was long a key task of early modern governments; however, political, religious
and social divisions in Hamburg at the local level made this a particularly pressing
matter around 1700.112 State fiscal considerations were secondary, as declining

106SAH, 111-1_50852, Species facti; SAH, 111-1_50852. Billiard tables were licensed in 1710 but coffee-
houses refused exclusive rights.

107Charles Galli, Jean le Blanc, Barteld Borchert, Peter Petro. SAH, 111-1_50852, List of billiard tables,
16 Nov. 1710 (fol. 1r).

108The moral crusade against gambling was common to other cities in Germany; for example, gambling
was forbidden in Dresden and Leipzig in 1711: Hochmuth, Güter, 166–8; Marperger, Dictionarium, 187.

109See preamble of Hamburg gambling ordinance in SAH, Smbd 83 HM, 1706–13, no. 17,
Hamburgisches Spielemandat, 23 Sep. 1709.

110Ibid.
111See Articles 1 and 2 in ibid.
112As reflected in ordinances targeting seditious discourse and uncivilized behaviour in public spaces,

especially the Ratsweinkeller. See reiteration of 1646 order (13 Mar. 1713) in Sammlung der von
E. Hochedlen Rathe der Stadt Hamburg…Mandate, bestimmten Befehle und Bescheide…, vol. II
(Hamburg, 1764), 803–5; Hamb. Mandat wider gefährliche Discourse, 13 Jul. 1708, in SAH, Smbd 83,
HM, 1706–13, no. 13.
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income from coffeehouse licences proportional to total income from fines and
licences to the Wedde (Hamburg’s policing institution) over this period suggests
(from 22 per cent in 1700 to 12 per cent in 1714) (see Figure 2). Shielding the
city’s beer brewers from competition, as set out in the revised excise ordinance
from 1716, appears to have likewise played an at best subsidiary role.113 Rather, gov-
ernance strategies deployed in Hamburg – licensing and regulation – were shaped
largely by the desire to make the coffeehouse a ‘burgherly’ public space.

Licensing, a common governance practice, was one of the key mechanisms facili-
tating communal control over hospitality spaces. Possibly in response to the high
number of non-citizens involved in this profession, Hamburg’s authorities comple-
mented licensing with a citizenship requirement, which served to bind the coffee-
houses even further to the burgherly public sphere. By tracing citizenship
registration records of coffeehouse-keepers, we get a clearer picture of this strategy.
From the late seventeenth century, coffeehouse-keeping was open only to
Hamburg citizens (15 to 20 per cent of the population) or to foreigners granted per-
mission to pursue the occupation.114 Becoming a burgher was an inclusive mechan-
ism of civic life because it meant incorporating oneself into the system of voluntary
political self-governance – membership of a neighbourhood Compagnie (guard) and
for those of sufficient means, membership of parliament. Foreigners were encouraged
to take up citizenship.115 At least two of the earliest coffeehouse-keepers were non-
citizens, and were thus effectively forced to bring their coffeehouses into the ‘burgher
nexus’.116 Around 34 per cent of coffeehouse-keepers between 1700 and 1713
acquired citizenship before applying for a licence.117 Less than one fifth of these
applicants were sons of burghers; the rest appear to have hailed – at some stage –
from outside Hamburg (see Table 2).118 And coffeehouse-keepers were far from
small-fry burghers: according to the Kopfgeld taxation hierarchy, joining the ranks
of honourable, licensed coffeehouse-keepers meant a place amongst the upper eche-
lons of the middling sort, together with wealthy shopkeepers and tavern-keepers,
sugar refiners, mid-scale merchants, wealthy brewers and bakers.119

A further strategy of governance was regulation. It is no coincidence that nego-
tiations on new regulations for the coffeehouses emerged during a period of fun-
damental civic restoration leading to the Great Recess of 1712, which left few

113Article XXXVII in Sammlung, vol. II, 891–2. As argued by Finder, Bürgertum, 149–52. Hamburg’s
once great beer industry was in decline by 1600. See R. Wiechmann and G. Freudenthal, ‘Hamburg –
Brauhaus der Hanse’, in Wiechmann (ed.), Bier, 80–1.

114However, the ‘burgher nexus’ (including dependants) comprised 70–80% of the population: Loose,
‘Bürgerunruhen’, 266.

115Lehr, Bürgerrecht, 15. ‘Foreigner’ was not an ethnic/cultural category but meant strictly persons with-
out Hamburg citizenship or citizenship-by-proxy through the burgher nexus.

116SAH, Staatsangehörigkeitsaufsicht A Ia 5, 284a (Jean Toussicour) and 140a (Johan von Heußden).
117Hamburg was possibly quite precocious compared to Vienna and Dresden where the citizenship pre-

requisite was introduced later in the 1750s and by the 1740s respectively: Ammerer, ‘Kaffeehaus’, 86;
Hochmuth, Güter, 162.

118There is no record of coffeehouse-keepers in registers of foreigners; however, some may have lived and
worked in the city prior to citizenship under foreign contracts.

119Article CCCXVII, ‘Classification des Kopfgeldes’, in Sammlung, vol. II, 609. The Kopfgeld classifica-
tion is considered a relatively accurate account of economic status: Kopitzsch, Grundzüge, vol. I, 191–4.
Hamburg’s social structure was roughly: elite (5%), ‘middling sorts’ (60–5%), the rest (30–5%): ibid., 190.
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Figure 2. Wedde income (total), with percentage of income from tea and coffeehouses, musicians, 1700–14.
Source: SAH, 311-1 I_214 Band 80–93, Wedderechnungen.
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areas of urban governance (Policey) untouched.120 The integrity of public insti-
tutions and public office was at the heart of the Recess, sparking discussion
about notions of citizenship, the public good and the purpose and status of pub-
lic institutions – fundamental values in the ‘merchant Republic’ thought to have
suffered during decades of political crisis and ‘mob’ rule.121 Drafts of new cof-
feehouse regulations reflected a preoccupation with honourability and accept-
able modes of coffeehouse sociability. In addition to reducing the number of
licences to five in the old city and one in the new city, procurable via annual
auctions, regulations targeted the morality of the public sphere. They instructed
coffeehouse-keepers to monitor and regulate patrons’ behaviour and defined
permissible activities. In accordance with the 1709 gambling ordinance, card
and dice games were forbidden outright, should youth ‘engaged in service, be
induced or accustomed to idleness, neglect of their duties, even less to gamble,
engage in debauchery, or other unsuitable activities’.122 Billiards, Damm and
Buontjers games were permitted when ‘honestly/honourably passing the time,
but not for compulsive gambling or lucre’.123 In addition to closing their
doors ‘at 10 or at the latest at 11 o’clock’ at night and not serving any coffee,
tea, chocolate, wine, beer or other drink after hours, coffeehouse-keepers were
to tolerate no ‘blasphemy, cursing, denigratory or incendiary talk against the
city authority, vituperations, quarrels or brawls’.124

Social control in early modern communities was a not a one-way street but rather
a diffuse process of collusion and negotiation between governing and governed, and

Table 2. Citizenship applications for licensed coffeehouse keepers observed, 1700–14 (total number
observed: 32)

Category Coffeehouse-keepers observed % of total observed

Citizenship applications (outsiders) 9 28.13
Citizenship applications (sons of burghers) 2 6.25
Residency applications (Schutzverwandtschaft) 0 0.00
Jewish persons (ineligible for citizenship) 3 9.38
Widows 3 9.38
Citizens or under foreign contract* 13 40.63
Unverifiable identity** 2 6.25
Total 32 100.00

*Not recorded in citizenship (1664–1714) or foreigner residency (1600–1750) records and thus presumed citizens or
subject to foreign contract or other arrangements prior to observation.
**Problem with identification or inaccurate records.
Source: SAH, 311-1 I_214 Band 80–93, Wedderechnungen; Bürgerbücher (1664–1714); Schutzverwandtenregister
(1600–1750).

120On measures taken: G. Augner, Die kaiserliche Kommission der Jahre 1708–1712. Hamburgs
Beziehung zu Kaiser und Reich zu Anfang des 18. Jahrhunderts (Hamburg, 1983), 145–61. It is not certain
if proposed coffeehouse regulations were formally implemented.

121Augner, Kommission, 123; on ‘merchant republics’: M. Lindemann, The Merchant Republics:
Amsterdam, Antwerp, and Hamburg, 1648–1790 (New York, 2015).

122SAH, 111-1_50852, Article 3, Bey dieser Stadt Cämereÿ.
123Ibid., Article 2. Dammspiel was similar to checkers/draughts. It is not known what exactly Buontjers

was, but it was probably a board game.
124Ibid., Articles 5–6.
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the negotiation process for these new regulations reflects this.125 Mounting concerns
about the orderliness of the coffeehouses prompted a Wedde official, in collusion
with Hamburg’s ‘eldest’ coffeehouse-keeper, Charles Galli, to raise the idea of con-
solidating the number of coffeehouse licences.126 Galli assembled a select group of
fellow coffeehouse-keepers to benefit collectively from this plan. However, one new-
comer to the profession, Bernhard Assenzo, took umbrage, deploying both social
capital and quill against the more senior Galli. Whilst Assenzo and Galli (the latter
on behalf of the most established coffeehouse-keepers) attacked one another in a ser-
ies of petitions, the dispute morphed in 1709–10 into deliberations over a new
Règlement for the coffeehouses. In their reports and supplications, actors in the pro-
tracted negotiation process between Wedde/senate and the coffeehouse-keepers
underpinned their arguments with appeals to the moral integrity of the public
sphere.127 Thus, despite social stratification, regulation of the coffeehouses followed
a pattern of communal social oversight long characteristic of other hospitality spaces,
a co-operative undertaking between authorities, publicans and patrons to maintain
moral and commercial standards of a central public space.128

Conclusion
This article has demonstrated how in Hamburg in the decades around 1700, coffee-
house sociability resonated viscerally with the political, religious and social conflicts
in the urban space. This was not unique to the coffeehouses, but characteristic of
the city’s hospitality spaces more generally: all were part of a larger web of still pre-
dominantly face-to-face communication and performance of everyday public life.
The kinds of organized, rational and civilized sociabilities associated with later
Enlightenment did not appear as dominant forms of social interaction.

During this formative period, sociability in certain public spaces underwent
change: examining the coffeehouse ‘problem’ in Hamburg has rendered this visible.
Hospitality spaces, such as taverns, traditionally functioned as communal and civic
public spaces where all could gather, reflecting an ideal logic of early modern urban
political organization based upon the notion of belonging to a particular place-
bound community ‘in return for the privileges, customs, and resources held or
claimed by the community’.129 During this period of social, religious and political
division, however, fashionability, novelty and partisan politics introduced new
modes of fluid and ephemeral social interactions in and between Hamburg’s
early coffeehouses, putting pressure on these established notions of citizenship,
civic virtue and the uses and abuses of public space. In Hamburg, public social

125On negotiation as characteristic of early modern governance practices and Policey: A. Holenstein, ‘Die
Umstände der Normen – die Normen der Umstände. Policeyordnungen im kommunikativen Handeln von
Verwaltung und lokaler Gesellschaft im Ancien Regime’, in K. Härter (ed.), Policey und frühneuzeitliche
Gesellschaft (Frankfurt am Main, 2000), 2–46; P. Blickle (ed.), Gemeinde und Staat im Alten Europa
(Munich, 1998).

126SAH, 111-1_50852, Species facti (fol. 1v).
127See, for example, SAH 111-1_50852, Letter from Carlo Galli to senate, 2 Mar. 1710 (fol. 4r).
128See Kümin, Drinking, 74–82; Rau, ‘Public’, 102–13; B. Cowan, ‘The rise of the coffeehouse reconsid-

ered’, Historical Journal, 47 (2004), 21–46, at 45–6.
129P. Withington, ‘Pre-modern citizenship. An ancient concept for the modern world?’, The Low

Countries Journal, 17 (2020), 3, 84.
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spaces such as the coffeehouses were where the (re)definition and reconfiguration of
what was considered ‘burgherly’ – in the sense of what constituted an honourable
citizen – took place.

Superficially, the political response to this new space seemed to restore some-
thing lost – the common and stable public space of the burgherly public sphere.
Yet put into context with the political, religious and social divisions dominating
everyday public life in Hamburg, it becomes apparent that calls to make the coffee-
house a ‘burgherly’ space sought in fact to carve out a discrete social space for a
particular type of sociability of decorum and political stability, distinct from the
kind of ‘base’ and politically ‘disruptive’ sociability associated, in particular, with
beer, wine and the less reputable coffeehouses. Hamburg’s early coffeehouses
were thus sites in which contested notions of what it meant to be an ‘honourable
burgher’ were played out and fed into a politic of social distinction and stratifica-
tion. Detailed research into patterns of social stratification in other hospitality
spaces is necessary; however, it appears this process incorporated all types of hos-
pitality space (for example, the contrast between the social status of the
Ratsweinkeller and the bars in front of the city gates in Barthold Feind’s poem),
suggesting that stratification of the public sphere into ‘honourable’ and ‘dishonour-
able’ cut across, not between, space types. Licensing and regulation were old gov-
ernance strategies, but they were now deployed to redefine the sociability of
‘honourable burghers’ for the purpose of excluding politically and socially trouble-
some citizens and behaviours in the context of the Hamburg crises. Reigning in
everything thought to make coffeehouses in Hamburg ‘unburgherly’ and unman-
ageable – dynamic flows of people, the whim of popularity and the pull of the par-
tisan and fashionable crowd – and cultivating more closed, exclusive and stable
sociabilities was key to this enterprise. Of course, it remains to be seen if and
how this early eighteenth-century articulation of a ‘normative public sphere’ shaped
the ‘practical public sphere’ of Hamburg’s coffeehouses and other hospitality spaces
in the century to come.130
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